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an urban space
invading
residence

Dear Visitor,
welcome to the end of the world!
The PinkPest Research Institute will guide you
through the last steps of our old life, and the first
steps of the new one. Perhaps you will be the
last generation of what we used to know.
We invite you to follow us!

Iris Keller, Fischingerstr. 6, 79589 Binzen, Germany
iriskeller.org, 004915776823537, iriskeller@gmx.net
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DEFINITION
We are under attack. Our earth is
under attack by an alien plant
species: The PinkPest.
We now have to get to know our
enemy. We have to learn about it,
study its behavior. But this is also a
chance: It will be possible only if we
work together. Humanity united in the
fight against this nasty invader.
The PinkPest is a real parasite  it
cannot live without a host. It has a lot
of different appearances. I t can be
seen only when it is too late: A plant
gets the appealing pink color when it
has definitely been taken by the
parasite.
The signal color of PinkPest is very
clear: Do not touch it! Every shape
of the PinkPest has another impact on
human beings: some of them only
cause asthma. To other PinkPest
plants you get sticked. We even found
one PinkPest plant that paralyzed
bugs and began to digest them with a
slimy pink mass. Others cause strange
behavior on human beings like
laziness, shoppingaddiction, party
fever, workaholism, egoism and
belligerence…

BACKGROUND
Inspired by invasive species such as ambrosia
that cause asthma or the kudzu plant, that
suffocates the native species under a high and
dense structure, the PinkPest was developped – a
superinvasivespecies! Invasive species means:
no control ist possible. Culture is powerless.
But the PinkPest is culture! It is a pink beauty. It
makes us dream.

picture: PinkPest seen in Tessin

DIGITAL PINKPEST
The PinkPest Research Institute has formulated
an open call to everyone: Have you somehow
seen the Pink Pest? If yes, please send us
photos or descriptions of the PinkPest
appearance you have seen to pinkpest@gmx.de
– the results will be published and commented on
a blog.

STAMP FESTIVAL 2017
To give a foretaste of what will happen from 2018,
there will be a green house / show room within the
SideHouseProject during the Stamp Festival in
june 2017 in Hamburg. Some young plants can be
visited and first research results are available.
Including guidelines: What is the real PinkPest,
and which one is just bad taste?
picture: PinkPest or just bad taste?
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RESIDENCE
In the context of an artistic residence, the PinkPest Research
Institute (Iris Keller and a team of three international artists of
different fields) will invade the space with the PinkPest.
There will be different types of invasion:
 Participatory:
...writing workshop about the Day when the PinkPest arrived
...to develop the sound of a PinkPest Plant together with the
musician
 Sculptural Intervention: To ask the inhabitants to receive a PinkPest
plant. For example a PinkPest plant at their window. Or a PinkPest
vegetable in a grocery shop.
 possibility of other
types of invasion:
collaboration with
the radio, with
institutions that work
on invasive plants….
→ with the collected
material, the team
will invent a guided
performance tour
through the invaded
areas of the
PinkPest.
picture: PinkPest performance at EFI conference about
invasive species in Tessin '16

PINKPESTTEAM
Iris Keller, Germany: Puppet theatre / Writing www.iriskeller.org
Iris Keller, Binzen/Ldkr Lörrach, (*1988); puppeteer and author.
Studied Puppetry at ESNAM in France and graduated at
Stuttgart School of Music and Performing Arts in 2015. Since
then she she has been working as a freelance artist in the field
of contemporary puppetry, poetry and performance  she
performs solo projects, participates in ensemble shows, as
well as directing and running workshops. Iris Keller takes
inspiration from her extensive experience of poetry slams and
lectures  which influence her theatre work. She also writes her
own plays and performances. She experiments different kinds
of how to meet the audience – dealing with the question where
to perform and how to involve the audience in the process of
formation.
« I want to meet my audience. To bring some magic into daily
life. Where better to do that than in the public space? »

Tommaso Rolando, Italy: Musician/Contrabassist/Improviser
www.calomito.wix.com/stoni
An unhortodox musician with a noninstitutional training,
Tommaso plays a lot of different types of music from jazz to
tango, electronic to folk, rock to improvisation. He is currently
focussing his career on interaction with other disciplines such
as visual arts, dance and theatre. He works regularly with
Orchestra Bailam (Middle Eastern music) and on his solo
project for double bass and electronics STONI. He also has a
small recording studio where he loves to practice what he has
learned in recent years about music and sound. He teaches
music to children and adults.
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Pina Wood, France: Art in context / Landscape theatre /
Dramaturgy

« To enjoy art without filters and infrastructures, without
distance »

Yoann Boyer, France: Movement, Performance &
Improvisation
http://www.yopod.portfoliobox.io/pr
Yoann Boyer is a Dancer, performer and Life/Art
Process® graduate interested in the power of
expressive arts as a means to reveal what intimately
“moves” us as humans. After taking part in the
European D.A.N.C.E training program, he worked as a
dancer for choreographers such as Pierre Droulers,
William Forsythe, Carolyn Carlson, Thierry De Mey,
Joanne Leighton, Christophe Haleb, Stefan Dreher and picture: PinkPest seen in
Julyenn Hamilton, with whom he studied the art of
Bergedorf 8 am
improvisation. Looking for new ways to express himself,
he then studied Clown skills, work which opened him up
to new performative territories as well as nonviolent
communication, which offered him new perspectives on
interpersonal relations and group dynamics. In 2012,
his interest in making the link between the personal and
the artistic brought him to the Tamalpa Institute in
California. Today he focuses his own artistic work
around improvisation and performative play in a life/art
dimension. He runs movement workshops and training
courses in communication in France and abroad.
«Art in public space means putting yourself out there
and letting yourself be surprised. It is the art of taking
risks and facing the unknown»

picture: PinkPest seen in
Bergedorf 8 pm

Pina Wood studied theatre, scriptwriting and directing from
Philipe Goudard and Gérard Lieber. After practicing and
carrying out research on actor direction with Ravi Chaturvedi in
the heart of Rajasthan, in 2009 she founded the collective Les
Gueules de Loup (The mouths of Wolves) in Montpellier,
where she worked until 2013 as author, stage director and
singer, creating hyperrealist theatre which is both poetic and
brutal.
« Theatre is a scar which I see on the face of the everyday. »

